Scan length adjustment of CT coronary angiography using the calcium scoring scan: effect on radiation dose.
The objective of our study was to prospectively investigate the effect of adjusting the scan length of CT coronary angiography using the calcium scoring images instead of the scout view with regard to radiation dose. One hundred twenty-five consecutive patients (mean age +/- SD, 62 +/- 10 years) undergoing both calcium scoring and CT coronary angiography were included in our study. The scan length of calcium scoring was planned on the scout view; the scan length of CT coronary angiography was planned on the axial images of the calcium scoring by identifying the origin of the left main artery and cardiac apex and adding 1 cm cranially and caudally. Effective radiation doses were calculated for CT coronary angiography using both scout view-derived and calcium scoring-derived scan lengths. The scout view-derived scan length (mean +/- SD, 139 +/- 13 mm) was significantly greater than the calcium scoring-derived scan length (117 +/- 9 mm; p < 0.01). The average radiation dose was 0.8 +/- 0.3 mSv (range, 0.6-1.5 mSv) for calcium scoring and 9.0 +/- 0.6 mSv (range, 6.5-10.2 mSv) for CT coronary angiography. Using the scout view-derived scan length would have been associated with an effective radiation dose of 10.7 +/- 1.2 mSv (mean +/- SD) for CT coronary angiography, which is significantly higher than that using the calcium scoring-derived scan length (p < 0.05). The average difference between CT coronary angiography using a calcium scoring-derived scan length and that using a scout view-derived scan length was 1.7 +/- 0.9 mSv, corresponding to a radiation dose reduction of 16%. The average dose reduction when using a calcium scoring-derived instead of a scout view-derived scan length for CT coronary angiography-including the radiation dose of the calcium scoring scan-was 1.2 +/- 0.8 mSv (range, 0.1-2.7 mSv) (p < 0.05). Adjustment of the scan length of CT coronary angiography using the images from calcium scoring instead of the scout view is feasible and is associated with a 16% reduction in radiation dose of dual-source CT coronary angiography.